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1) Fill in the blanks 
 

a) The predecessor of smallest 5 digit number is   

b) The successor of 734999 is    

c) Largest number of 5 digits using the digits 7, 9, 0, 6, 2 is   

d)  6 ten thousands + 4 thousands + 2 hundreds + 7 tens + 9 ones=                       

e) Five million six hundred four thousand seven hundred ninety two=                         

f) (3×1000000)+(2×10000)+(4×1000)+(8×100)+6 =                           

g)   9832754 =9000000+__________+30000+2000+______+____+4 

h) Greatest 6 digit number +1 =    

i) Round off 54,789 to nearest 1000  ____________ 

j) Round off 64,389 to nearest 100______________ 

k) The Roman system does not have symbol for ________ 

l) Roman numeral V, L and ___ are not repeated. 
m)  Put sign <,> or = 

1) XXV XIV 

2) XL LX 

3) XXX_____L 
2) Use the given digits to build six digit numbers based on the clues. 
                                   9,    3,    6,    5,    0,     4 
a) Smallest 6 - digit number___________ 
b) Largest 6 – digit number____________ 
c) Smallest 6 - digit number beginning with an even digit____________ 
d) Greatest 6 - digit even number____________ 
e) Largest 6 - digit number with 9 at hundreds place__________ 
f) Smallest 6- digit number with 5 at unit’s place_____________ 
 
3) Write the answer in Hindu Arabic numerals. 

a) XX + V   b) XX +VI  

  



 4) Insert commas according to Indian system of numeration and then write in 
words 

a) 5643578               b) 967432110            c) 75432006 

 

5) Insert commas according to International system of numeration and then 
write in words 

a) 698056 5                b) 12748395               c) 547384429 

 

6) Write the period and place value of  

a) 9 in 657895 
b) 6 in 8976897 
c) 2 in 789762 

7) Write Roman numerals for following: 
 37, 48, 16, 28, 10, 50, 49, 45 

8) Arrange the following numbers in ascending  

Order:        86,648; 88,864; 88,456; 99,994; 8, 86,453 

9) Arrange the following numbers in descending 

order 8; 61,791; 7,393; 9,198; 6,000; 61,986  

10) True/ False 

a)10 lakhs = 100 thousands (   )  

 b) 1 million = 1 lakh         (    ) 

MENTAL MATHS 

A) What should be subtracted from XLVI to get XV?  

B) After 32 years, a child aged 7 years will be  

____years old. (Write in roman numerals)  

C) What place is just to the left of ten thousand  

place ?  

WHO AM I ?  

I am a 5 digit number. All my digits are same. The 

sum of all 5-digits is 30. I am the number______  

 



 


